Calculation of protein-ligand interaction energies by a fragmentation approach combining high-level quantum chemistry with classical many-body effects.
We have developed a method to estimate accurate interaction energies between a full protein and a bound ligand. It is based on the recently proposed PMISP (polarizable multipole interaction with supermolecular pairs) method (Soderhjelm, P.; Ryde, U. J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 617), which treats electrostatic interaction by multipoles up to quadrupoles, induction by anisotropic polarizabilities, and nonclassical interactions by explicit quantum mechanical (QM) calculations, using a fragmentation approach. For a whole protein, electrostatics and induction are treated the same way, but for the nonclassical interactions, a Lennard-Jones term from a standard molecular mechanics (MM) force field (e.g., Amber) is used outside a certain distance from the ligand (4-7 A). This QM/MM variant of the PMISP method is carefully tested by varying this distance. Several approximations related to the classical interactions are also evaluated. It is found that one can speed up the calculation by using density functional theory to compute multipoles and polarizabilities but that a proper treatment of polarization is important. As a demonstration of the method, the interaction energies of two ligands bound to avidin are calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, with an expected relative error of 1-2%.